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Hello and welcome! Fall is finally here! Naturally for us in Florida what fall time
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really means that the temperature drops from really really hot to just… HOT.
But we'll take what we can get!
This year has crazy busy, in a good way but fall time is where things really
pick up speed. There are a ton of weekend events (which is where I've met a
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lot of great people like you), I moved to a new office, the New York Life
Executive Council trip and let’s not forget NFL football and hunting season!

Executive Council 2019 – Seattle Washington
Fun fact: I'm writing this on an airplane heading to Seattle Washington for our
annual New York Life trip. Washington has been on my list of places I want to visit
and this year my fiancé Richard is going with me. This is also Richards first time
on an airplane. So far, so good. He describes it as "A school bus with better
a/c". Along with spending time with our NYL family and learning a ton I'm super
excited to explore the city. A few places that caught my eye were:
1) The Museum of Pop Culture - I'm and HUGE Pearl Jam fan and I hear there is a
lot of cool things related to them.
2) The Bill's & Melinda Gates Foundation Global Charity Exhibit - If you haven't
seen "Bill's Brain", a documentary on Netflix about Bill & Melinda Gates’s’ mission
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to help the world I would say it’s a “must see”. The Gates charity has worked on
providing high functioning toilets that are self-sufficient to reduce cross
contamination, attempting to eliminate Polio disease and climate control.
3) Washing Botanic Garden & Japanese Garden – (Spoiler) By FAR my favorite part
of the entire trip.

Hunting Season – Identifying Your Style
The time has finally arrived! For those of you who are new readers from now until
January/February I'll write a little bit about our hunting adventures. No
gory theatrical stories. Just insights on how we prepare, the benefits of sitting
waiting and education on what really goes into hunting.
So far Richard has taken a few trips to the hunting property we've had in Georgia for
6 - 7 years to check cameras, plant food plots, etc. This is really his pride and joy
(I'm just lucky enough to go every year). Each year it seems as if we have less and
less time to prepare but he always figures it out.
One lesson I've learned is the importance of identifying your "Hunting style/goal" and
then trying to identify the goals of your surrounding neighbors. This is especially
helpful when you're comparing properties to lease. Also, if your property is
surrounded by other properties who have zero hunters versus properties that have
way too many hunters can make a huge difference.
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Some hunters trophy hunt where age and size is important. This takes the most time
and patience. Some hunters want to fill their tags as fast possible regardless of the
size or age of the deer which helps fill the freezer. Some hunt too much harvesting
more than their share of tags which leads to things like lower deer population and
lack of older mature deer... not to mention it's illegal.
When your goals clash it can make it extremely difficult, especially for the trophy

hunters.
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